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Abstract
Online action recognition which aims to jointly detect and recognize actions from
video streams, is an essential step towards a comprehensive understanding of human
behavior. However, it is challenging to accurately locate and recognize the occurrence
of actions from noisy data streams. This paper proposes a skeleton motion distribution
based method for effective online action recognition. Specifically, an adaptive density
estimation function is built to calculate the density distribution of skeleton movements.
Observing that each action has a unique motion distribution, we detect the occurrence of
actions by identifying the transition of the motion distribution in a video stream. Once the
starting point of an action is detected, a snippet-based classifier is proposed for online
action recognition, which continuously identifies the most likely action class. Experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in
terms of both detection accuracy and recognition precision.

1

INTRODUCTION

Human action recognition has received growing interest due to its wide range of applications
in public surveillance, elderly care, and human-computer interaction. Although significant
work has been done for offline action recognition where the actions are pre-segmented by
providing the starting and ending frames [5, 9, 15, 16, 26], their performance remains unclear when applied to realistic scenarios where no prior information regarding the action’s
trigger time is available. Most of the common situations require the algorithms to automatically process the data stream without any prior information [3]. For example, the assisted
robot should be able to provide immediate help for elderly people with minimal latency if
they are going to fall down. Some work has been done for the similar task named early
action recognition [12, 17, 25], which predicts actions before they are fully finished. However, this type of methods assumed that the starting time of actions is known beforehand.
This solution can only be regarded as a partial answer to online action recognition since
more attention is focused on recognition instead of detection. Compared to isolated action
c 2018. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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recognition and early action recognition, online action recognition is significantly more challenging for two reasons: firstly, the execution boundaries of various action categories need
to be detected accurately; secondly, only partial actions might be available for recognition
due to the performance of action detection algorithm, thus the action recognition algorithm
should be capable of recognizing actions from different action fragments.
In this paper, we address these problems by developing a novel skeleton motion distribution based method to simultaneously perform action detection and classification in continuous videos. The unique movement characteristics of each action class make the corresponding motion sequence has very different distribution from each other. Thus the distribution
property at the beginning of a new action deviates so much from the previous action in a
video sequence. The occurrence frame of actions is detected depending on the deviator
of its density distribution with respect to the previous action. Once an action is detected,
a snippet-based classifier is designed to process the observed video immediately for action
classification. This classifier is performed in fragment level which could reduce the influence
of false detections caused by noises and thus improve the accuracy.
The main contributions of our proposed approach are listed as follows: (1) jointly automatic action detection and recognition from continuous videos; (2) a skeleton motion distribution based framework to achieve effective action detection; (3) a snippet-based classifier
to accurately recognize detected actions. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work for human action detection and recognition. Section
3 introduces the proposed action detection and recognition. Section 4 reports experimental
results as well as the comparison with the state-of-the-art methods. Section 5 summarizes
the work of this paper.

2

Related Work

The development of cost-effective RGB-D sensors has encouraged a good deal of approaches
using 3D skeleton joints proposed for human action recognition [8, 10, 20, 24, 32]. Qiao et
al. [24] applied a trajectorylet based on local feature representation to capture ample static
and dynamic information of actions. Exemplar-SVM was then used to select a discriminative trajectorylet to describe each action. Vemulapalli et al. [32] made use of the rotations
and translations between body parts to model relative 3D geometry relation, with which human motion was encoded as curves in the Lie group. Although these methods have achieved
satisfactory classification performance on delicately trimmed actions, the detection performance of these methods remains unclear when applied to realistic applications where action
boundaries are not known. Some researchers proposed methods to recognize actions with
appropriate latency or even before they are completely executed. For example, the sequential max-margin event detectors (SMMED) [14] and the easy naive Bayes framework [7]
were proposed to identify actions when enough observations are obtained. Hoai et al. [12]
assumed that a known action is going to happen in each video, and trained a structured output SVM to detect the action early. The assumption of the start point or the action content
indeed limits their applicability due to practical video streams normally containing a lot of
irrelevant negative actions.
Online action recognition which aims to jointly detect and recognize actions in untrimmed
videos has received increasing attention in recent years. Some existing methods handle the
problems using heuristics based sliding window approaches. For example, Song et al. [30]
implemented online gesture interpretation and segmentation continuously by combining a
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latent dynamic conditional random field and a temporal sliding window. In [18], each video
frame was assigned a label based on the comparison between its representation and template representations. Instead of using sliding window, continuous action sequences were
firstly segmented into isolated actions which were then input to classifiers for recognition
in [2, 27, 29, 33]. Shao et al. [27] used the local maxima/minima value of varying motion
gradients for action segmentation. Wu et al. [33] divided the action sequence into overlapping clips, which were clustered as action-words. They learned an action-topics model
based on these action-words to represent their co-occurrence and temporal relations. The
action segmentation was completed by assigning an action topic to each clip. The segments
that may contain actions were firstly localized via a multi-stage convolutional neural network, and the action category in the segments was then identified in [29]. The main concern
of these methods is that the timely responses which are essential in some scenarios (e.g.,
assistant life, public surveillance) might not be provided since action classification is performed after the complete actions are segmented. To speed up the performance of online
action recognition, Bloom et al. [1] proposed to detect the action points [23, 28] that indicate
the action peak frames. However, identifying a sole time instance might easily cause false
detections when peaks of different actions are similar.
In this paper, the occurrence of actions is effectively detected via a skeleton motion
distribution based framework. Once the starting time is determined, a snippet-based classifier
is utilized to classify the actions continuously via a sliding window strategy. The influence
of false detections could be eased by this fragment level classification.

3

Proposed Method

This paper proposes a skeleton motion distribution based framework for joint action detection and recognition in continuous videos. Firstly, the density distribution of skeleton motion
is estimated, with which the local density relationship is calculated to determine the action
boundary. Secondly, a snippet-based classifier is proposed to classify action clips in different stages continuously, followed by a smoothing strategy to increase the confidence of the
detected action category.

3.1

Adaptive Density Estimation for Action Detection

3.1.1

Skeleton Motion

This paper utilizes the displacement offset of each joint to describe skeleton motion. Given
a human skeleton motion sequence d1 , d2 , ..., dn ∈ N, where N is the frame number. The
coordinate of joints is translated to the hip-center coordinate system to make the following
extracted feature invariant to different location. dt = [∆1xt ,yt ,zt , ∆2xt ,yt ,zt , ..., ∆20
xt ,yt ,zt ] is the offset
displacement feature of skeleton joints in 3D space at time t. Herein, skeleton displacement
offset is computed as follows:

 4xti = xti − x1i ,
4yti = yti − yi1 ,
(1)

4zti = zti − zi1 ,
xi , yi , zi are coordinates of the i − th joint. 4xti , 4yti , 4zti are displacement offset in three
directions with respect to the initial position. To obtain a compact representation, locality
preserving projection (LPP) [11] is applied to reduce the dimensionality of skeleton motion
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d. A transformation matrix W is calculated to map motion data d to a set of points p in a
low dimensional space, such that p = W T d. LPP can optimally preserve the local neighborhood structure of the data by restoring the neighbor relationship between original data in the
weighted adjacency graph.

Figure 1: Example of action detection. The red dots and the blue stars are samples from the
normal action and running action, respectively. The blue star in the rectangle is the starting
point of running. The estimated density of running points even at the beginning of the action
has huge difference compared to that of the normal action, which means our method could
detect the occurrence of the action quickly.
In a video stream, when a different action begins to happen, the distribution of its motion
data deviates so much from the previous action, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, this difference is
used to detect the occurrence of actions. Assuming the mapped motion data {p1 , p2 , ..., pn }
is the random variable in a feature space from a distribution with an unknown density q(p).
The density q(p) is obtained via a kernel density estimation function, which is a nonparametric density estimation without any assumptions about the underlying distributions, and has
witnessed a great success in detecting outliers [19] and background subtraction [6, 22]. This
paper adopts a multivariate Gaussian function with zero mean and unit standard deviation as
the density function. Thus, the estimated qb(p) at point p can be formulated in Eq. 2:
qb(p) =

1
||p − pi ||2
1 n
1
exp(−
· √
)
∑
k
n i=1 (h(pi )) ( 2π)k
2(h(pi ))2

(2)

where k is the dimensionality of data samples, and h(pi ) is the bandwidth at point pi .
Motion data is mostly multimodal, even in the same action category, resulting in that
the data from different modality has different density. The estimated density might be not
precise if the whole set of motion data is used to estimate the density. On the other hand, the
distribution of a point should have the similar distribution with its neighbor points. To this
end, the density estimation of a point is adapted by using its neighbor Km(p). Thus, Eq. 2 is
modified as follows:
qb(p) ∝

1
1
||p − pi ||2
√
exp(−
)
∑
m p ∈Km(p) ( 2πh(pi ))k
2(h(pi ))2
i

(3)
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where Km(p) includes m samples (m << n) belonging to the neighbor of the point p. Compared to the holistic comparison, the local measure depending on Km(p) yields more effective density estimation by reducing computation costs from the whole data set (n samples)
to local neighbors (m samples).
To enhance the robustness of the density estimation function against the change of data
distribution for different subjects or action instances, an adaptive bandwidth, h(pi ) = h ·
dm (pi ), is achieved by considering the distance dm (pi ) between the point pi and its m − th
neighbor, as shown in Eq. 4. This improvement makes the bandwidth small in density action
samples while big in sparse ones, thus enables the density estimation function adaptive to
various data density.

qb(p) ∝

1
||p − pi ||2
1
√
exp(−
)
∑
k
m p ∈Km(p) ( 2πh · dm (pi ))
2(h · dm (pi ))2

(4)

i

Since the density distribution of data points from different actions is distinctive due to
their distinct movement characteristics, Observing that the density distribution of a different
action starts to deviate very much from the previous action at its beginning in Fig. 1, the
relative density relationship is used to effectively describe this difference, as denoted in Eq.
5:
LDR(p) ∝

∑ pi ∈Km(p)

qb(pi )
m

i)
qb(p) + c · ∑ pi ∈Km(p) qb(p
m

(5)

where LDR(p) denotes the ratio between the density at p and the average density of its
neighbors. c is a scaling constant to avoid infinity values of LDR caused by very small
estimated density at the point p.

Figure 2: The local density ratio of a continuous video and action starting /ending points
detection through wavelet transform.
Fig. 2 shows that the local estimated density of targeted actions has apparent difference
compared to normal actions, and this value will convert dramatically at its starting and end-
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ing due to the change of the density distribution from action to action. This sudden convert
referred to as action boundaries in action sequences can be regarded as a type of impulses,
which could be detected via wavelet transform. The wavelet transform is a powerful technique for analyzing irregular data, owing to its great capacity in providing the frequency
and corresponding time location information of signals. This makes the wavelet transform
suitable for detecting impulses occurring at any time. Approximation and detail coefficients
are outputs from the low-pass and high-pass filter, respectively. The significant difference
in density distribution between the occurrence of the action and its neighbors allows us to
detect impulses during a time series with a high accuracy.

Figure 3: Snippet-based classifier. Action snippets in different performing stage are generated from the continuous video via sliding window.

3.2

Online Action Recognition

Since action durations exhibit considerable variability and only partial action observations
might be available due to the performance of action detection algorithm, we explore features
from snippets incorporating partial segments of actions in different performing stages. Fig.
3 shows a schematic illustration of our classification. Action snippets are randomly generated from untrimmed videos using a sliding window strategy. The proposed snippet-based
classifier takes advantage of local temporal information, thus makes it robust to variations in
execution time.
Compared to recognizing actions after they are totally completed, recognizing actions
from partial action observations is more challenging due to the limited information. To make
the feature descriptor discriminative for different categories, the 3D moving trend feature of
joints [21] is adopted for action representation. The moving directions of skeleton joints,
calculated using Eq. 6, are divided into various semantic words, and then a histogram which
can quantitatively reflect the moving trend property is built by accumulating directions over
the whole sequence.
i
i
i
, yti − yt−1
, zti − zt−1
}
(6)
vit = {xti − xt−1
Cosine similarity and displacement are combined for soft voting during histogram quantification, as formulated in Eq. 7:
cosθ ji (t) =

vj · vit
, j ∈ [1, m]
kvit kkvj k

(7)

where vj ∈ V is the defined semantic words.
Table 1 lists the detailed procedure of action detection and recognition. The action
boundaries are detected depending on the local density relationship in continuous action
sequences. And then the snippet-based classification is processed to continuously classify
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partial actions. Our method achieves lower computation cost compared to continuous recognition over the whole video, because the action recognition is processed intermittently if and
only if the occurrence of actions is detected. In addition, The classifier performing in fragment level could reduce the influence of false detections and thus improve the performance.
Table 1: Framework of the proposed online action recognition.
Input: skeleton motion set D = d1 , d2 , ..., dt at t = 1, 2, ..., T .
Snippet-based classifier C, window size length, stride step and threshold δ .
Output: Start points StartP and end points EndP of actions, action class Label
Initialization: StartP = 0, EndP = 0.
While t < T
· Map data dt to a low dimension space using LPP:pi = W T di ;
· Compute local density relationship LDR(pi );
· Detect StartP and EndP according to detail coefficients cD1 and δ using dwt:
cD1[t] = ∑+∞
−∞ y[k]h[2t − k], where h is the high-pass filter;
If cD1(t) > δ
StartP = t;
Start snippet-based action recognition from time t using sliding window;
Assign each snippet a specific class label label(i) by the classifier C.
util cD1(t) < δ
EndP = t;
Smooth the labels of snippets from the detected sequence over time StartP to EndP;
Select the final Label with highest probability to the detected sequence;
End
End

4

Experiment Results

The MAD database [14] is an RGB-D database providing continuous videos. It has 40
sequences and each of them contains 35 activities (e.g., running, crouching, jumping, throw,
basketball dribble, kicking). Activities in each sequence are performed continuously with
null class inserted between two activities. Three modalities were recorded in this database:
RGB video, depth, and 3D coordinates of 20 human body joints. At test time, local density
relationship is computed using Eq. 5 and then passed through the wavelet transform for
detecting action boundaries. For a fair comparison, we performed five-fold-cross-validation
as set in [14]. At train time, a snippet-based 36-class classifier is trained, where action
snippets representing different action stage of one class were picked up from videos.
Table 2: Average Detection and Recognition results on MAD database(%)
Methods
Prec Rec
SVM+DP [13] 28.6 51.4
SMMED [14] 59.2 57.4
ENB [7]
76.1 73.6
Method in [4] 72.1 79.7
Proposed
84.8 80.8
Table 2 gives the comparison of the average performance in terms of precision percentage
(Prec) and Recall percentage (Rec) that defined in [14]. TN: number of correctly detected
events who has 50% overlap with the ground truth event; GTN: Number of all ground truth
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TN
TN
events; DN: number of detected events. Prec = DN
and Rec = GT
N . From the table, we
can see that our method achieves over 80% accuracies in Prec and Rec which outperform
the other compared methods. Specifically, the Prec of our method is approximately 60%
higher than SVM+DP [13], 25% higher than SMMED [14], and 8.7% higher than ENB [7].
On the other hand, our method improves the Rec rate by 7.2% compared to the result of
ENB. Higher precision percentage and recall percentage of the proposed method indicate
that our method has the capability to precisely recognize actions within detected actions and
accurately detect actions from continuous videos.

Figure 4: The comparison of the proposed method with SVM+DP [13], SMMED [14] and
ENB [7] on two test sequences in the MAD database.

The action detection performance of different methods on two sample action sequences
is also compared in Fig. 4. We reproduce the result of SVM+DP and SMMED from [14]
and the result of ENB from [7]. It can be seen from these color bars that the performance
of our method is the closest to the ground truth compared to other listed methods. Although
SVM+DP and SMMED could detect almost all action occurrence, the accuracy of classification within a detected action is relatively low. In spite of better performance in classification
within detected actions of ENB, its missing detection rate decreases. Our method is able to
detect actions correctly with a lower missing detection rate than ENB and performs a higher
classification accuracy than all listed methods. Furthermore, Fig. 5 reports the average detection accuracy of each action class. The majority of actions could be detected with the
accuracy around 80%. The relatively low accuracy in action 4 (’walking’), action 22 (’Right
Arm Dribble’), and action 23 (’Right Arm Pointing to the Ceiling’) might be the result of
the action similarity.
In addition, to demonstrate the classification performance of our method for fully completed actions, Fig. 6 reports the confusion matrix among 36 action categories. It can be
seen that there is over 90% accuracy in almost all of the actions, and some actions such as
’Crouching’, ’Jumping’, and ’Left Arm Punch’, could be succesfully recognized. These outstanding performance indicates that the adopted feature descriptor as well as the classifier
have an outstanding capacity of distinguishing various actions. The quite similar movements
of ’Right Arm Back Receive’ and ’Swing from Left’ result in the big confusion between
each other.
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Figure 5: Average detection accuracy of each action category.

Figure 6: Confusion matrix on the MAD database.

5

Conclusion

This paper proposed a skeleton motion distribution based method to deal with the action detection and recognition problem in online action recognition. An adaptive density estimation
function was developed for calculating the density distribution of skeleton motion in different
actions. The transition of the density distribution from action to action was investigated for
effective action detection. Furthermore, a snippet-based classifier which can handle action
fragments was trained for the sequential action recognition once actions are detected. The
comparison with the state-of-the-art methods in the publicly available database has shown
that our method obtained outstanding results including detection and classification performance. However, the limitation of the proposed method is that the adopted skeleton data
may not be that reliable due to occlusions or noise. In the future, we plan to improve the
detection accuracy by fusing RGB and depth information.

10
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